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ABSTRACT: Hybrid organic−inorganic halide perovskites with the
prototype material of CH3NH3PbI3 have recently attracted intense
interest as low-cost and high-performance photovoltaic absorbers.
Despite the high power conversion efficiency exceeding 20% achieved
by their solar cells, two key issuesthe poor device stabilities
associated with their intrinsic material instability and the toxicity due
to water-soluble Pb2+need to be resolved before large-scale
commercialization. Here, we address these issues by exploiting the
strategy of cation-transmutation to design stable inorganic Pb-free
halide perovskites for solar cells. The idea is to convert two divalent
Pb2+ ions into one monovalent M+ and one trivalent M3+ ions,
forming a rich class of quaternary halides in double-perovskite
structure. We find through first-principles calculations this class of
materials have good phase stability against decomposition and wide-
range tunable optoelectronic properties. With photovoltaic-function-
ality-directed materials screening, we identify 11 optimal materials
with intrinsic thermodynamic stability, suitable band gaps, small
carrier effective masses, and low excitons binding energies as promising candidates to replace Pb-based photovoltaic absorbers in
perovskite solar cells. The chemical trends of phase stabilities and electronic properties are also established for this class of
materials, offering useful guidance for the development of perovskite solar cells fabricated with them.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid organic−inorganic halide perovskites with a chemical
formula of AMIVXVII

3, where A represents a small monovalent
organic molecule, MIV is a divalent group-IVA cation and XVII is
a halogen anion, have recently attracted a tremendous amount
of attention in the photovoltaic community.1−15 Current record
power conversion efficiency (PCE) of solar cells based on them
has been boosted from initial value of 3.8%,8 step by
step,16,17,5,18−21 to current 22.1%.22 During this process the
breakthrough step is the first solid-state perovskite solar cell
designed by Kim et al. yielding the PCE exceeding 9%,16 which
triggered significant perovskite solar cell research activities and
made PCEs dramatically enhanced within only shortly seven
years. Such a rapid progress far surpasses the cases of many
conventional thin film solar cells (i.e., fabricated with crystalline
Si, CdTe, Cu(In,Ga)Se2, etc.) that achieved similar PCEs after
decades of efforts. The high PCE of halide perovskites
originates from their correlative intrinsic material properties,

including suitable band gaps and high threshold light
absorption,23,24 defect-tolerant feature,25−29 ultralong carrier
diffusion length,9 low exciton binding energy,30,31 balanced
electron and hole mobility,32,33 etc. These unique properties,
accompanying with the low-cost solution-based fabrication
routes, make them ideal candidates as new-generation photo-
voltaic absorbers.
Despite enormous success of AMIVXVII

3 perovskites in solar
cell applications, challenges are still standing in their way to
large-scale commercial applications. The first serious issue is
their poor long-term device stability, especially under heat and
humidity conditions, which could be partially attributed to the
intrinsic thermodynamic instability of AMIVXVII

3.
34−36 While

the underlying mechanism remain unclear, it is likely because of
the organic cations involved that correspond to rather loose
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chemical bonding, and their inherent instability.3,37,38 Exper-
imentally, it has been demonstrated that mixing a small amount
of inorganic cations such as Cs+ with methylammonium
(CH3NH3

+, i.e., MA+)/formamidinium (CH3(NH2)2
+) at the

A site significantly increases the stabilities of perovskite
films.2,39−41 Contrast to the organic−inorganic hybrid perov-
skites, purely inorganic CsPbXVII

3 perovskites exhibit excellent
thermal stability.3,38 Second, because the upper group-IVA
elements such as Sn and Ge at the MIV site tend to be oxidized
from divalent Sn2+/Ge2+ to tetravalent Sn4+/Ge4+,32,42−44 and
thus cause the instability issue, current halide perovskite based
solar cells with high PCEs exclusively contain the toxic
elementPb. This will inevitably cause potential environ-
mental concerns for large-scale solar cell devices.45−47

Consequently, it is of great interest to find alternative halide
perovskites consisting of completely inorganic components
having good stability and meanwhile made of less toxic
elements.
To eliminate the toxic Pb, while the straightforward idea is

considering other divalent cations beyond group-IVA elements,
it turns out that the choice is limited and the resulting
compounds have poor optoelectronic properties for solar cells
(e.g., too large band gaps and heavy carrier effective
masses).48−52 Alternatively, one can consider to transmute
two divalent Pb2+ ions into one monovalent ion M+ and one
trivalent ion M3+, i.e., 2Pb2+ → M+ + M3+, by keeping the total
number of valence electrons unchanged at MIV sites. Known as
atomic transmutation, this design strategy has led to great
success in finding new materials with improved functionalities
such as solar absorbers. Typical example is the evolution of
binary ZnSe to ternary CuGaSe2 and then to quaternary
Cu2ZnSnSe4: ZnSe has a wide band gap of 2.8 eV, which is too
large for solar cell application. By transmuting two Zn2+ ions
into one Cu+ and one Ga3+, i.e., 2Zn2+ → Cu++Ga3+, CuGaSe2
is obtained with a band gap of 1.7 eV. Further atomic
transmutation, i.e., 2Ga3+ → Zn2++Sn4+, leads to Cu2ZnSnSe4
with a band gap of 1.0 eV.53,54 Both CuGaSe2 and Cu2ZnSnSe4
based compounds [i.e., Cu(In,Ga)Se2-CIGS and Cu2ZnSnS4-

CZTS] have been used in solar cells showing high PCEs of
above 20% and 10%, respectively. With this transmutation
strategy applied, a novel class of Pb-free quaternary materials in
the formula of A2M

+M3+XVII
6 with the double-perovskite

structure may form. Considering that the 6s2p0 configuration
of Pb2+ is believed to be responsible for the unique
optoelectronic properties of AMIVXVII

3 perovskites,24,55 avail-
able choice of M3+ can be isoelectronic Bi3+ and Sb3+ and M+

can be any size-matching monovalent cations. Compatible with
the smaller sizes of Bi3+/Sb3+ than Pb2+, the small inorganic
cations (rather than the large organic cations commonly used in
AMIVXVII

3) can be adopted at the A site to stabilize the
perovskite lattice, opening the avenue for achieving the
inorganic halide perovskites with good stabilities. In fact,
several such double-perovskite compounds A2M

+M3+XVII
6 have

been synthesized since 1970s56−60 but never considered for
photovoltaic applications. Only until quite recently proposals of
using Cs2AgBiCl6 and Cs2AgBiBr6 as potential solar absorbers
were put forward.61−63 Though exhibiting good stability when
exposed to air, neither of them show superior photovoltaic
performance due to their indirect band gap feature and large
gap values (above 2 eV).61,63,64 Given the fact that the group of
quaternary A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites is much broader owing to

its multinary nature, one wonders if other members may have
advantages. In such context, a systematic exploration of
A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites by considering as many as possible

(A, M+, M3+, XVII) combinations are strongly desired to seek for
the best candidates for photovoltaic applications.
Here we present via systematic first-principles calculations a

study of phase stability and photovoltaic related properties for
this class of inorganic Pb-free A2M

+M3+XVII
6 halide perovskites.

Our goal is to identify new stable A2M
+M3+XVII

6 perovskites
with potentially superior photovoltaic performance. Different
from the previous theoretical work that focused on the
A2M

+M3+XVII
6 with M+ limited to be group IB elements,61,63,64

we consider a much broader range of monovalent elements for
M+ to accommodate different combinations of elements for the
other sites. Specifically, we have considered combinations of (A,

Figure 1. (a) Space of candidate A2M
+M3+XVII

6 perovskites for materials screening: left panel shows adopted double-perovskite structure, and right
panel shows schematic idea of atomic transmutation. (b) Materials screening process by considering gradually the properties relevant to photovoltaic
performance, i.e., decomposition enthalpy (ΔH), band gap, carriers effective masses (me*,mh*), and exciton binding energy (ΔEb). The red squares
mean the materials passing the screening (Selected) and the green ones mean not passing (Abandoned). The optimal nontoxic A2M

+M3+XVII
6

perovskites satisfying all the criterions are marked with red checks.
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M+, M3+, XVII) with A = Cs+, M+ = group IA (Na+, K+, Rb+)/
group IB (Cu+, Ag+, Au+)/group IIIA (In+, Tl+), M3+ = Bi3+/
Sb3+, and X = F−/Cl−/Br−/I−. As summarized in Figure 1a, in
total there are 64 candidate compounds considered, of which
only Cs2AgBiCl6, Cs2AgBiBr6, Cs2NaBiCl6, and Cs2KBiCl6
were experimentally synthesized.56−64 Our results indicate
that most of the materials in this family have phase stability
against decomposition and show flexible tunability of
optoelectronic properties with band gaps in the range from
infrared to ultraviolet. Through photovoltaic-functionality-
directed materials screening, we have identified 11 optimal
compounds as promising Pb-free photovoltaic absorbers, as
depicted in Figure 1b. Especially, we find two In+ based
compounds, Cs2InSbCl6 and Cs2InBiCl6, have direct optical
band gaps of 1.02 and 0.91 eV, respectively and they show high
theoretical solar cell efficiencies comparable to that of
CH3NH3PbI3. Equally important, we have established the
chemical trends of phase stability and optoelectronic properties
for this novel class of A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites. Our work

offers useful guidance for selectively utilizing these stable and
Pb-free halide perovskites as promising solar absorbers.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Our first-principles calculations were performed within the framework
of density-functional theory (DFT) using the plane-wave pseudopo-
tential approach as implemented in the VASP code.65,66 The electron−
core interactions are described with the frozen-core projected

augmented wave pseudopotentials.67 We use the generalized gradient
approximation formulated by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)68

as the exchange-correlation functional. The equilibrium structural
parameters (including both lattice parameters and internal coor-
dinates) of each candidate material are obtained by total energy
minimization via the conjugate-gradient algorithm. The kinetic energy
cutoffs for the plane-wave basis set are optimized to ensure the residual
forces on atoms converged to below 0.0002 eV/Å. The k-point meshes
with grid spacing of 2π × 0.025 Å−1 or less is used for electronic
Brillouin zone integration. The electronic structures and optical
absorption spectra are calculated by taking into account of the spin−
orbit coupling (SOC) effect, with the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE)
hybrid functional69 remedying the underestimation of band gaps in
common DFT-PBE calculations. The validity of our methodology in
the A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskite system is supported by good agreements

on lattice parameters and band gaps between theory and available
experiments (Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The
comparison of optical absorption spectra between theory and
experiment for two existing candidate A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites,

Cs2AgBiCl6 and Cs2AgBiBr6 (Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information) also indicates reasonably well agreement on absorption
edges and relative intensities. Harmonic phonon spectrum is calculated
with a finite-difference supercell approach,70 and room-temperature
phonon spectrum is obtained by taking into account anharmonic
phonon−phonon interaction with a self-consistent ab initio lattice
dynamical method.71 To give an evaluation of photovoltaic perform-
ance of the selected optimal materials, the theoretical maximum solar
cell efficiency, i.e., “spectroscopic limited maximum efficiency
(SLME)”72,73 is calculated. Creation of calculation workflows,

Figure 2. (a) Energies of Cs2AgBiCl6 with different types of AgCl6 (in gray) + BiCl6 (in blue) motifs arrangements. The energy of the lowest
configuration F is set to zero. (b) Distribution mapping of all the A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites with effective tolerance factor (teff) and octahedral factor

(μeff) as variables (red/green/blue/pink colors represent fluorides/chlorides/bromides/iodides; open/filled symbols correspond to Sb/Bi
compounds). (c) Decomposition enthalpy (ΔH) of A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites. (d) The ΔH corresponding to different decomposition pathways for

selected A2M
+M3+XVII

6.
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management of large amounts of calculations, extraction of calculated
results, and post-processing analysis are performed by using an open-
source Python framework designed for large-scale high-throughput
energetic and property calculations, the Jilin University Materials-
design Python Package (Jump2 to be released soon). More details on
calculations of photovoltaic-relevant properties are depicted in
Supporting Information.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Phase Stability of the Class of A2M
+M3+XVII

6
Perovskites. We begin by probing the most energetically
favored spatial distribution of M+XVII

6 and M3+XVII
6 motifs in

A2M
+M3+XVII

6 perovskites. We construct a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell
of standard cubic perovskite, in which various types of
arrangements of M+XVII

6 and M3+XVII
6 motifs are considered.

In total, there are six different configurations. Figure 2a shows
their calculated total energies for the case of Cs2AgBiCl6.
Clearly the most stable configuration F is the standard double-
perovskite structure (in space group of Fm3̅m) with M+XVII

6
and M3+XVII

6 alternating along the three crystallographic axes
and forming the rock-salt type ordering. This arrangement
agrees with the structure type determined by the X-ray
diffraction experiments.61,74 The decrease of total energies
from the configuration A to the F can be understood from the
variation of electrostatic energies among M+ and M3+ cations,
which show generally the same trend (as in Table S2 of
Supporting Information). It is worth mentioning that other
metastable configurations, especially D and E, may exist at finite

temperatures, since their energies are only slightly higher (by
less than 30 meV/atom than the ground-state F). We find that
different arrangements of M+XVII

6 and M3+XVII
6 motifs can lead

to a qualitative change of band gap feature, i.e., from a zero gap
in A, direct gaps in B−E, to an indirect gap in F. Besides, the
gap values can also be widely modified quantitatively, i.e., from
0 in A to 2.62 eV in F. These results imply that the possible
disorder effect caused by varied arrangements of M+XVII

6 and
M3+XVII

6 motifs at finite temperatures may offer an opportunity
to further tune the optoelectronic properties of A2M

+M3+XVII
6

perovskites. This phenomenon is worth further study. In the
remaining, we focus on the most stable configurationthe
ordered double-perovskite structure.
To evaluate crystallographic stability of materials in the

perovskite structure, two empirical quantities in the framework
of the idealized solid-sphere model, the Goldschmidt tolerance
factor t and the octahedral factor μ, are usually considered.
Previous statistic analysis of all the existing halide perovskites
indicate that formability of perovskites requires 0.44 < μ < 0.90
and 0.81 < t < 1.11.75 In the current double-perovskite
A2M

+M3+XVII
6, one can define the effective teff and μeff as

follows:

= + + ++ +t R R R R R( )/ 2 {( )/2 }eff A X M M XVII 3 VII (1)

and

μ = ++ +R R R( )/2eff M M X3 VII (2)

Figure 3. (a) Variation of band gaps with the M element for three categories of A2M
+M3+XVII

6 perovskites (from left to right). The Bi/Sb
compounds are shown in blue/red colors. (b, c) Electronic band structures and orbital-projected density of states of typical materials in the three
categories: left panel (Cs2NaBiCl6, type-I), middle (Cs2AgBiCl6, type-II), right (Cs2InBiCl6, type-III).
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where RA, RM
+, RM

3+ and RX
VII are the ionic radii of A, M+, M3+

and XVII ions, respectively. Figure 2b shows the distribution of
candidate A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites in the mapping with teff

and μeff as variables. We find that while most of A2M
+M3+XVII

6
perovskites fall in the empirical stable area of perovskites
(shaded), several materials including Cs2CuSbX

VII
6 (with X =

Cl, Bi and I), Cs2CuBiI6, Cs2CuBiI6, Cs2NaSbI6, Cs2TlBiF6 and
Cs2RbBiF6, are located outside. To evaluate thermodynamic
stabilities of A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites, we calculate their

decomposition energies with respect to possible decomposing
pathways. The straightforward and predominate one is the
decomposition of A2M

+M3+XVII
6 into corresponding binary

materials. Usually the halide perovskites are synthesized via its
inverse reaction.61−63,76 In particular, we calculate the
decomposition enthalpy defined as

Δ = + +

−

+ +

+ +

H E E E

E

2 [AX ] [M X ] [M X ]

[A M M X ]

VII VII 3
3
VII

2
3

6
VII

(3)

i.e., the energy difference between the decomposed binary
products and the A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskite. Here, positive value

of ΔH means energy gained from the decomposed products to
the A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskite, reflecting the thermodynamic

stable condition of A2M
+M3+XVII

6. Figure 2c shows our
calculated ΔH of all the considered A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites.

One observes that most of A2M
+M3+XVII

6 demonstrate good
stability with fairly large positive values of ΔH above 20 meV/
atom. The exceptional cases with small and even negative ΔH
occur in the iodides and the Au-contained materials. Clearly the
values of ΔH diminish from fluorides/chlorides, bromides, to
iodides. Further data analysis indicates a rough tendency of
depressed ΔH with decreasing teff and μeff (Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information). We note that while certain materials
(e.g., Cs2AuBiF6 and Cs2KSbI6) within the crystallographically
stable region (Figure 2b) are not stable with negative ΔH, some
materials (e.g., Cs2CuSbBr6 and Cs2RbBiF6) outside of the
crystallographically stable region are actually stable with
positive ΔH. This inconsistency between crystallographic
stability and thermodynamic stability might be partially due
to the mixed ionic and covalent bonding and multinary feature
of A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites, making it difficult to assign

realistic t and μ for evaluating crystallographic stability. Besides
the decomposition pathway into binaries, we also consider the
possible decomposition processes involving ternary com-
pounds. Figure 2d shows the results for Cs2M

+BiCl6 [M+ =
Na (group IA), Ag (IB) and In (IIIA)]. As seen, although the
energy gains reflected by ΔH are reduced compared to the
binary decomposition cases, the conclusions about their
thermodynamic stabilities still hold. We note that four
A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites that have been synthesized in

experiments, i.e., Cs2AgBiCl6, Cs2AgBiBr6, Cs2NaBiCl6, and
Cs2KBiCl6,

56−64 all show robust thermodynamic stabilities
based on the above analyses. This implies that other candidate
A2M

+M3+XVII
6 we predicted stable are promising to be

synthesized in experiment.
3.2. Chemical Trends of Electronic Properties and

Classification of Subtypes for A2M
+M3+XVII

6 Perovskites.
We next turn to discuss electronic properties of A2M

+M3+XVII
6

perovskites. In terms of specific electron configuration of M+,
the only chemical specie spanning different elemental groups,
this family of materials can be naturally classified into three
categories: the type-I case with M+ being the group IA elements
(Na+, K+ and Rb+) that have empty s and d outmost orbitals,

the type-II with M+ being the group IB elements (Cu+, Ag+ and
Au+) that have empty s but full d outmost orbitals, and the
type-III with M+ being the group IIIA elements (In+ and Tl+)
that have full s outmost orbitals. Figure 3a shows band gap
variation, and Figure 3b, 3c show electronic band structures and
orbital-projected density of states of typical materials in the
three categories, respectively. We can see with XVII changing
from F−, Cl−, Br− to I−, the band gaps show general decrease.
For most of materials, as M3+ changes from Sb3+ to Bi3+, the
band gaps increase. These general trends on band gap can be
understood in terms of analysis of constituents for band-edge
states. It has been established that in AMIVXVII

3 perovskites the
valence band maximum (VBM) is formed by antibonding states
between MIV-s and XVII-p orbitals, and the conduction band
minimum (CBM) mainly originates from MIV-p orbitals.24,25,55

For the A2M
+M3+XVII

6 cases, the VBM is composed of
antibonding states between M+/M3+-s/d orbitals and XVII-p
orbitals, and the CBM is mainly dominated by M+/M3+-p
characters (Figure 3c, see also below). Walking from fluorides,
chlorides, bromides, to iodides, the XVII-p orbitals become
higher in energy, resulting in raised VBM and thus reduced
band gaps. Due to the Mass−Darwin relativistic effect, the Bi-6s
orbital is lower in energy than the Sb-5s orbital, giving rise to
the lower VBM and the larger band gaps in Bi-contained
materials. This situation could reverse when M+ belongs to
group IB or group IIIA elements (Figure 3a), because in these
systems the VBM may be no longer purely derived from the
antibonding hybridization between Bi/Sb-s and XVII-p, and the
strong p-d coupling (for group IB elements) and p-s coupling
(for group IIIA elements) play critical roles.
Due to the mix of M+ and M3+ ions at the octahedral site in

double-perovskite structures, the quaternary A2M
+M3+XVII

6
family shows more complicated electronic structures than
those of the ternary AMIVXVII

3. We offer detailed discussion in
terms of the three categories mentioned above as follows.

3.2.1. Type-I A2M
+M3+XVII6 with M+ = Na+, K+ and Rb+

(Typical Material: Cs2NaBiCl6). For this case, the VBM derives
purely from the antibonding state between Bi-s and Cl-p (left of
Figure 3c), resembling the AMIVXVII

3 perovskite case with the
VBM formed by the antibonding of MIV-s and XVII-p orbitals.
However, due to the reduced symmetry of double perovskites
(i.e., the p-s hybridization between Na and Cl being absent), the
p-s coupling at the W and X points is larger than that at the Γ
point. Consequently, the VBM is located at the W rather than Γ
point (left of Figure 3b), giving a large indirect band gap of
above 3.0 eV in Cs2NaBiCl6. This result is in accord with the
reported value of hybrid double perovskite (CH3NH3)2-
KBiCl6.

77 The CBM state is a mix of Bi-p orbital, s orbital of
ionic Na and Cl-p states. As M+ changes from Na+, K+ to Rb+,
the M+-s orbital energy increases, lifting the CBM. Meanwhile,
the increased size of M+ from Na+, K+ to Rb+ expands M+XVII

6
octahedra and shrinks M3+XVII

6 octahedra, resulting in
enhanced p-s coupling between M3+ and XVII and thus elevated
VBM. Depending on specific amount of the upshifts of both
CBM and VBM states, the band gaps could be increased or
decreased as M+ changing from Na+, K+ to Rb+. This accounts
for the slightly bowing-up profile of band gap variation in the
left of Figure 3a.

3.2.2. Type-II A2M
+M3+XVII6 with M+ = Cu+, Ag+ and Au+

(Typical Material: Cs2AgBiCl6). Here while the VBM is mainly
dominated by the antibonding hybridized state of Ag-d and Cl-
p orbitals, it is also contributed by the Bi-s state in similar
binding energy (middle of Figure 3c). The electronic symmetry
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reduction due to the orbital mismatch between Ag-d and Bi-s
leads to a larger off-centered p-d coupling. As the result the
VBM moves from the Γ point to the X point, making
Cs2AgBiCl6 an indirect-band-gap material. Similar to the type-I
case, the CBM of Cs2AgBiCl6 originates mainly from a mix of
Bi-p orbital, Ag-s and Cl-p states. Differently, as M+ changes
from Cu+, Ag+, to Au+, the band gap variation is dominated by
the change of the VBM states. Because Ag has the lowest d
orbital among these three group IB elements,78 the associated
p-d repulsion is the weakest in Ag-contained compounds,
leading to their relatively low VBM states and the largest band
gaps (middle of Figure 3a).
3.2.3. Type-III A2M

+M3+XVII6 with M+ = In+ and Tl+ (Typical
Material: Cs2InBiCl6). Because both In+ and Bi3+ ions have the
same fully occupied outmost s shells similar to Pb2+, the band
edge structure of Cs2InBiCl6 (right of Figure 3b) is quite similar
to those of APbXVII

3.
24,25,55 The VBM is located at the zone-

center Γ point because of absence of the electronic symmetry
reduction in the above type-I and II cases. The band gap is thus
direct. The VBM derives predominately from the antibonding
state of In-s and Cl-p orbitals due to the higher energy of In-s
orbital than that of Bi-s orbital, and the CBM is composed of
Bi-p, In-p and Cl-p states (right of Figure 3c). Both the VBM
and the CBM (located at Γ) have large band dispersion. This
corresponds to quite small carrier effective masses (0.39 and
0.17 m0 for electron and hole, respectively, according to our
calculations) and strongly delocalized band-edge wave
functions, which are good for carrier extraction. With M+

moving from In to Tl, because of the lower energy of Tl-6s
than In-5s and the larger atomic size of Tl than In, the s-p
coupling in Tl-contained systems is largely reduced compared
to that in In-contained systems. As a result, the VBMs are
lowered and the band gaps of Tl-contained systems show
substantial increase (Figure 3a).
3.3. Combinatory Materials Screening of Potentially

High-Photovoltaic-Performance Perovskites. With the
data of phase stability and electronic property for all the
considered A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites in hand, we resort to

combinatory materials screening process to identify the
potentially superior solar absorbers by considering the general
requirements of photovoltaic functionality. This is done in
terms of the following four criterions: (i) good thermodynamic
stabilitythe positive decomposition enthalpy, (ii) high light
absorption efficiencythe band gap sitting in the range of 0.8−
2.0 eV, (iii) beneficial for ambipolar carriers conduction and
efficient carriers extractionboth electron and hole effective

masses smaller than 1.0 m0, (iv) fast photon-induced carrier
dissociationsmall exciton binding energy (<100 meV). Our
thorough screening process is depicted in Figure 1b with the
explicit data summarized in Table S3 of Supporting
Information. As demonstrated we have identified 14 winning
compounds, including nine type-II A2M

+M3+XVII
6 (i.e.,

Cs2CuSbCl6, Cs2CuSbBr6, Cs2CuBiBr6, Cs2AgSbBr6,
Cs2AgSbI6, Cs2AgBiI6, Cs2AuSbCl6, Cs2AuBiCl6, and
Cs2AuBiBr6) and five type-III ones (i.e., Cs2InSbCl6,
Cs2InBiCl6, Cs2TlSbBr6, Cs2TlSbI6, and Cs2TlBiBr6). None of
them were previously synthesized in experiments. Considering
the toxicity of Tl, we further exclude three Tl-contained
compounds and have 11 optimal compounds left (as depicted
in the last line of Figure 1b).
Among the 11 optimal materials, nine type-II A2M

+M3+XVII
6

have indirect band gaps. Under normal circumstances such
indirect-gap materials correspond to low light absorption
efficiency and thus require relatively thick layers to absorb
sufficient solar energy for photovoltaic applications. In this
regard, we find that three materials, Cs2AgSbI6, Cs2AgBiI6, and
Cs2AuBiBr6, with appropriate direct band gaps of 1.68, 1.77 and
1.83 eV, respectively (indirect gaps of 0.95, 1.32 and 0.84 eV,
respectively), may deserve further investigation, since their
visible light absorption efficiencies without including the
phonon-assisted contributions seem not bad according to our
calculations (Figure 4a). Note that the indirect-gap features of
solar absorbers are known to be beneficial for low carrier
recombination rates and thus long minority carrier diffusion
lengths.
Two type-III optimal A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites, Cs2InSbCl6

and Cs2InBiCl6 have the band gap values of 1.02 and 0.91 eV,
similar to that of silicon (1.14 eV), but in the direct nature,
making them ideal candidates as high-performance solar
absorbers. As shown in Figure 4a, they exhibit large intensity
of band-edge optical transitions. This can be attributed to the
strong intra-atomic In-s to In-p transition as well as interatomic
Cl-p to In-p and Sb/Bi-p transitions with high joint density of
states like the situation in the APbXVII

3 case.
24 Figure 4b shows

our calculated SLME72,73 values of them, as the evaluation of
their photovoltaic performance. One clearly sees that the
SLMEs of Cs2InSbCl6 and Cs2InBiCl6 are comparable to (or
even higher than) that of CH3NH3PbI3. Particularly at 1 μm
film thickness, their SLME values reach 31% and 30%, slightly
surpassing 29% of CH3NH3PbI3.
We further examine the dynamic phonon stability for two

best-of-class compounds Cs2InSbCl6 and Cs2InBiCl6. The

Figure 4. (a) Calculated absorption spectra of selected optimal A2M
+M3+XVII

6 perovskites passing the screening process. (b) Simulated theoretical
maximum solar cell efficiency, i.e., “spectroscopic limited maximum efficiency” (SLME) of Cs2InSbCl6 and Cs2InBiCl6 as functions of film
thicknesses. The results of CH3NH3PbI3 are shown for comparison.
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results are shown in Figure S3 of Supporting Information. We
find that the harmonic phonon spectra of Cs2InBiCl6 and
Cs2InSbCl6 (at 0 K) show substantial imaginary optical modes
(black lines in Figure S3a and S3b). However, when we take
into account phonon−phonon interaction (anharmonic effect)
at room temperature (300 K),71 all the imaginary phonons
disappear (red lines in Figure S3a and S3b). The results
indicate that Cs2InBiCl6 and Cs2InSbCl6 are dynamically stable
under ambient condition. This conclusion is supported by the
fact that the experimentally synthesized compound, Cs2AgBi-
Cl6, show the similar behavior, i.e., unstable harmonic phonons
being stabilized by room-temperature anharmonic interaction
(Figure S3c). Here phonon entropy at finite temperatures plays
critical role in phonon spectrum renormalization. We note that
though the monovalent In+ ions are less common than the
trivalent In3+ ions in materials, the In+-contained compounds
do exist substantially.79−81 In fact, InCl is a directly available
precursor for synthesizing the above two compounds. To probe
whether the oxidation of In+ into In3+ can cause material
instability, we consider the possible decompositions of
Cs2InSbCl6 and Cs2InBiCl6 into their corresponding In3+-
contained compounds (Figure S4 of Supporting Information).
The safely large positive ΔH values (above 100 meV/atom)
indicate the maintained stabilities of Cs2InSbCl6 and
Cs2InBiCl6 against decompositions into their In-related
oxidized phases.
As known, a dominant advantage of CH3NH3PbI3 as high-

efficiency solar absorber is the defect-tolerant feature, i.e.,
almost all the low-formation-energy defects are shallow rather
than deep states.25−29 This is responsible for its bipolar
conducting property and long carrier diffusion length (owing to
absence of charge trapping centers). Because the M3+ ion in
A2M

+M3+XVII
6 adopts the Sb

3+/Bi3+ that have the same electron
configuration (ns2) with Sn2+/Pb2+, it is reasonably conjectured
that similar defect-tolerant feature might be to some extent at
play here. Taking Cs2InSbCl6 and Cs2InBiCl6 as instances, the
easily formed p-type defects VSb/Bi and VIn are expected to be
shallow by consideration of the antibonding (between In+/Bi3+-
s and Cl-p orbitals) feature of valence bands; the most likely n-
type defects Csi and VCl might be shallow as well due to rather
strong ionic bonding of this family of materials.25

Finally we note that two best-of-class compounds Cs2InSbCl6
and Cs2InBiCl6 are distinct in structure, electronic and
optoelectronic properties from other existing Bi-containing
perovskites such as MA3Bi2I9 and Cs3Bi2I9.

82 MA3Bi2I9/Cs3Bi2I9
has a crystal structure composed of isolated face-shared BiI6
octahedra, significantly different with the standard perovskite
structure of MAPbI3 formed in three-dimensional corner-
shared PbI6 octahedra framework. As the result, they have an
oversized, indirect band gap of more than 2.0 eV, giving low
conversion efficiencies merely up to ∼1%.82 In contrast,
Cs2InBiCl6 and Cs2InSbCl6 have quite similar electronic band
structures as MAPbI3, because of the same underlying structure,
the isoelectronic condition and the characteristic that the
octahedral B sites are occupied by the cations all with lone-pair
s states. This is clearly indicated by the direct comparison of
band structures between Cs2InBiCl6/Cs2InSbCl6 and
Cs2Pb2Cl6 (i.e., CsPbCl3, an equivalent of MAPbI3) as shown
in Figure S5 of Supporting Information. The electronic and
optoelectronic properties of Cs2InBiCl6 and Cs2InSbCl6
resembling those of MAPbI3 promises their high solar cell
conversion efficiencies.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have exploited the idea of cation-transmutation
to rationally design stable Pb-free halide perovskites for
photovoltaic applications. By transmuting two divalent Pb
ions in APbXVII

3 perovskites into one monovalent ion M+ and
one trivalent ion M3+, a rich class of quaternary A2M

+M3+XVII
6

materials in double-perovskite structure can be formed. By
using systematic first-principles calculations, we find this class
of materials generally shows good phase stability against
decomposition and has diverse electronic properties with wide-
range tunable band gaps. Classification of subtypes in terms of
electronic structure feature is proposed and the chemical trends
of phase stability and electronic properties of each subtype are
established. Photovoltaic-functionality-directed material screen-
ing process involving totally 64 candidate materials allows us to
identify 11 nontoxic A2M

+M3+XVII
6 perovskites as promising

absorbers to replace APbXVII
3 in halide perovskite solar cells.

They show intrinsic thermodynamic stabilities, suitable band
gaps, small carrier effective masses, low exciton binding
energies, etc. Among them, two direct-gap materials,
Cs2InSbCl6 and Cs2InBiCl6, with the gap values around 1.0
eV, show the theoretical maximum solar cell efficiencies
comparable to that of CH3NH3PbI3. Halide perovskites
containing the alternative ions with ns2np0 configuration
(other than Pb) such as Bi have shown potential as solar
absorbers, but so far exhibiting rather low performance.82,83

Our work offers a promising routine for development of halide
perovskite absorbers with the ns2np0 ions to eliminate toxic Pb
in perovskite solar cells. Experimental efforts to synthesize our
designed materials with potentially superior photovoltaic
performance are strongly called for.
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